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This handbook was writ ten by Ruth Cross 
With contribut ion from Maria Llanos del Corral, 
Ernesto Gibba, Gilbert  Jassey  and the La Bolina team 

La Bolina,  El Valle, Granada, Spain  (2020)

La Bolina camp photos were taken by Ruth Cross and Fabio Butera 
Start  the Change videos were made by Fabio Butera

This handbook was commissioned by Madre Coraje for Start  the Change

Start  the change! is a project co-funded by the European Commission. It  
aims to raise European cit izens? awareness of the importance of a joint 
effort  to contribute to ending poverty, protect ing the planet and ensuring 
peace and prosperity for all, as stated in the Sustainable Development 
Goals by the United Nations.

The proposed ?cit izenship paths? invite young people aged 15 to 24 to 
explore the reality in which they live to reflect on the relat ionship 
between migrat ion and global inequality as well as to act ively part icipate 
in start ing the change and support ing sustainable development.
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This La Bolina Camp handbook has been designed as a resource to share the methodologies, philosophies 
and act ivit ies embedded in the design of the La Bolina  Camp and also La Bolina itself as an associat ion. It  can 
be used to support you in the development of your projects, groups, associat ion and act ivit ies. 

How to use this Handbook: 
The handbook is split  into chapters that follow the structure of the learning journey throughout the Camp. 
Each chapters is focused on a topic within change making for example "power and part icipat ion". Within each 
chapter you will find learning theory and background on the topic as well as ACTIVITIES which document the  
instruct ions and guidance for facilitat ing the act ivit ies we led during the La Bolina Camp including reflect ions 
relevant for social change makers that you can make by yourself as you read this handbook, or that you can 
use collect ively within your groups. The act ivit ies have been created, adapted and collected by Ruth Cross 
and Maria Llanos with Gilbert  Jassey and Ernesto Gibba, drawn from inspirat ion from a wider variety of 
sources and pract it ioners. We feel it  is very important to name of our references, so you can find links to 
other sites, resources and pract it ioners. 

The act ivit ies are writ ten so that you can use, adapt and play with them.  We encourage you to use this 
handbook as a peer to peer learning resource.  Share, cross-pollinate and re-purpose the material in any way 
that supports your learning and change making. It  is completely open source. 
We highly encourage you to create spaces of collect ive learning in your groups, organisat ions, associat ions 
and projects - this is an invaluable way to empower yourselves and others to share and live many of the 
essent ial qualit ies of change making, such as: equality, act ive part icipat ion, re-addressing power structures 
and regenerat ive thinking.  
As Start  the Change comes to an end in 2020 - let 's cont inue to inspire, empower and motivate other young 
people to be agents of change. Together we make a difference.  

If you are reading this handbook as a PDF - you will be able to move between the sect ions, watch videos from 
the camp and access learning resources by clicking the various hyperlinks. 

If you would like to get in touch for more information on La Bolina's  way of working, Theory of Change, or a 
part icular act ivity or topic within this handbook, then you can contact Ruth Cross on info@labolina.org. 

INTRO TO THIS HANDBOOK
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LA BOLINA CAM P 

Start  the Change project invited the La Bolina team to design a camp to develop the skills, at t itudes and 
pract ical knowledge of young people involved in Start  The Change with a desire to create effect ive, sustained 
and part icipatory social change across Europe. The La Bolina Camp was an experient ial t raining camp held in 
September 2020 in La Bolina, Granada, Spain - during the COVID-19 epidemic. 

La Bolina?s facilitat ion team created a rich and dynamic learning space, designed around the  quest ion: How 
do we engage in, and impulse, social change when the context  around us is Volat ile, Uncertain, Complex, 
Ambiguous and highly interconnected?

Throughout the week we focused on Power and Part icipat ion, Emergent  St rategy, Social Permaculture, 
Diversity and Creat ive Change. 

We used mult iple approaches to support the learning  process including: 
Meditat ion, nature connect ion, peer to peer exchange, theory, small group mentorship, site visits, 
experient ial learning, video making, theatre, presentat ions, games, song and whole group generat ive 
dialogue. 

The aim was to cult ivate empowerment , agency and the capacity to take a lead.  

Part icipants learnt through the on-site experience of working with, reflect ing with, and living in, an innovat ive 
social change project and its diverse team from Morocco, The Gambia, Lebanon, Spain, Italy, France, Lithuania 
and the UK.  

START THE CHANGE  |  LA BOLINA CAMP 2020          5

YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE THE FUTURE IN THEIR HANDS AND ARE 
-  QUITE RIGHTLY -  SEEKING ALTERNATIVES TO THE SOCIAL 
SYSTEM S THEY HAVE INHERITED. 
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LA BOLINA AND OUR W ORK

La Bolina aims to develop projects that respond at a local level to some of the root causes of migrat ion using 
systemic, part icipatory, agile and community-based approaches. 

We are a diverse team of people prototyping a thriving intercultural local community and catalyzing 
regenerat ive init iat ives. 

The La Bolina team moved to El Valle (Granada, Spain) in December 2017 motivated by co-creat ing this project, 
and a way of life that balanced regenerat ion, integrat ion and sustainability. 

We believe that by living locally and catalyzing regenerat ive init iat ives (in El Valle and beyond) we can together 
achieve posit ive and sustainable social and environmental change.

La Bolina's vision has been co-created by migrants and refugees, producers, students, volunteers, and 
collaborators who have supported this project to take root and flourish.

We work for the dignified and respectful integrat ion of forced migrants and refugees. We run educat ion and 
training programmes.  We cult ivate ecological vegetables and fruit  that we sell in our veg boxes and to 
ecological restaurants and shops, under the principle of 0km food systems and favoring a local and circular 
economy.

La Bolina is an act ive part  of village life. Through our relat ionship with the local populat ion, we listen to their 
aspirat ions and needs and learn from local tradit ions while providing a global perspect ive on complexity, 
migrat ion, regenerat ive agriculture and local and circular food systems. 

La Bolina?s init iat ives and act ions adapt (like an ecosystem) by responding to changes in our context - such as 
local and state policy, needs, climate, migrat ion trends and the realit ies of the Spanish asylum system, partners, 
land availability, learning new agricultural techniques. 

RESOURCES:       www.labolina.org  
https://www.facebook.com/proyectolabolina   
ht tps://www.instagram.com/labolina_rpg/  
ht tps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkxl1k1iHmoQQMSZyhrLXiQ 

http://www.labolina.org/
http://www.labolina.org/
https://www.facebook.com/proyectolabolina
https://www.instagram.com/labolina_rpg/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkxl1k1iHmoQQMSZyhrLXiQ
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La Bolina is an integrat ion 
project where forced migrants 
can find dignified, fair and 
part icipatory work under a more 
humane and support ive 
economic model.  La Bolina runs 
"Cult ivat ing Futures" courses in 
agroecology, permaculture and 
market ing with migrants and 
local people. This course offers 
experience and knowledge that 
can be translated into an 
opportunity to work with La 
Bolina or with other local 
ecological producers. We also 
support the community 
integrat ion of people who join 
the project and life in the Lecrin 
Valley, making building new 
roots  a community supported 
and humanized process.  

We work the land under the 
principles of Agroecology. We 
are part  of the renowned 
Part icipatory Agroecological 
Guarantee System of El Encinar 
(Granada). Our pract ices  on the 
land include a real focus on 
rebuilding the soil quality and 
brining back biodiversity of 
plants, birds, insects and all 
forms of wildlife. This 
regenerat ive att itude cont inues 
to our commercialisat ion 
process.  La Bolina aims to 
regenerate  local life models and 
circular economies in such a way 
that what we cult ivate is 
consumed in the same region. 
We believe in circular processes 
and plast ic-zero in all phases of 
the food chain in which we 
part icipate, from plant ing to 
delivery of the product at 
dest inat ion. We do not 
refrigerate vegetables and fruit  
so that the product retains all its 
propert ies. This means we have 
to have rigorous harvest ing 
processes so that the products 
arrive fresh and freshly 
harvested to our customers.

La Bolina bases its business 
model on this fundamental 
principle which is reflected in 
every aspect of our associat ion's 
work. Sustainability on Earth. 
Pract ices that not only do not 
harm but aim to regenerate. We 
are committed to a sustainable 
business model where 
market ing and food product ion 
go hand in hand, creat ing a 
sustainable model of ownership 
whereby the farmers 
themselves name the fair price 
for their produce. We promote a 
sustainable and local economy, 
our suppliers are local, 
independent and small. The 
same policy applies to our 
customers and potent ial 
consumers. In our business 
model humans and nature 
relat ions are in the centre. We 
cult ivate a personalised 
relat ionship with each of our 
clients, fellow workers and 
suppliers. 

INTEGRATION REGENERATION SUSTAINABILITY
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Gilbert  Jassey founded Kartong 
Permaculture Associat ion, The Gambia. He 
went on to become a Ecovillage Design 
Educator in the Gambia. He was elected as 
Regional Representat ive of Global Ecovillage 
Network-Africa council. Gilbert  is an 
inspirat ional public speaker and a community 
act ivist  in sustainable development, social 
just ice and permaculture. He  was part  of 
co-founding La Bolina and now collaborates 
as a facilitator. 

GILBERT JASSEY
María worked in  Niger, Peru and Malawi in 
community, rural and economic development, 
disaster prevent ion and humanitarian aid. 
She specializes in ecology, systemic approach 
and complexity applied to social 
t ransformation projects. She is current ly a 
consultant for NGOs and social ent it ies in 
collaborat ive processes, part icipatory 
methodologies, new organisat ional models. 
She is co-founder of Eroles Project and La 
Bolina.

M ARIA LLANOS 

Ruth  is a choreographer, social change 
act ivist  and project coordinator working to 
empower the creat ion of regenerat ive 
models for a new world. For 10 years she has 
been facilitat ing transformative and creat ive 
change processes with social movements 
across Europe. Ruth is co-founder of Eroles 
Project and La Bolina (Spain).

RUTH CROSS

Ernest Gibba is a young Gambian 
environmental act ivist  and a coach in sport  
for development living in Spain now and 
working in a sustainable and permaculture 
project. He is a collaborator and co-facilitator 
with La Bolina.

ERNESTO GIBBA

 LA BOLINA FACILITATION AND DESIGN TEAM
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 LA  BOLINA HOUSE CARE AND KITCHEN TEAM

CHARAF EL MAKKAOUI ZAKARYA BIZZOU MARIE GRUGEON
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FOOD FROM  THE LAND

In conversat ion with Habiba Youssef, co-founder of La Bolina and expert  in 
agroecolgy. 

Why is it  important  for people to know where their food comes from?
Is it  important for people to know where their food comes from for various reason. Principally, for health; the 
health of the earth, of our farmers and growers, and of ourselves and our families. To know how your food has 
been cult ivated before it  arrives on your plate is essent ial. Eat ing pest icides and chemicals can lead to many of 
the wide spread diseases, illness and hormonal changes that we see today, which effect children more than 
adults.  To be holist ically healthy we need to consume ecological food, preferable grown as locally as possible, so 
that the food in fresh and in season. Food that comes from the other side of the world - just doesn't  make sense 
from the perspect ive of regenerat ive systems; not for the rain forest bring destroyed to create mass plantat ions, 
not for the climate migrat ion, ext inct ion and biodiversity loss, nor for our body. The only system it  makes sense 
for is the exploitat ive economic system. 

It 's a right for consumers to know where their food comes from so that they can make conscious decisions on 
what agricultural system they are support ing with their purchase. If producers don't  put the cult ivat ion 
techniques, country of origin and transportat ion process on the products then consumers cannot be aware of 
their environmental impact.  Our veg boxes, for example, are ecological and 0km. 
Change needs to happen at all levels, but consumer choice is very important as we st ill live in economic system 
where choice drives demand. 

How can people who don't  know about  food product ion learn more?
People who live in cit ies are often more disconnected from the pract ical reality of food product ion, so it  is even 
more important the real impact of growing are made more visible by governments, producers and in the 
educat ion systems. We need to be asking quest ions such as: Who has been working on the land? How was the 
land was farmed? How were the farmers, harvesters, packers treated? 
Young people play a crucial role in bringing consciousness to the connect ion between cit ies and their 
surrounding environment, part icularly where rural regenerat ive food product ion is happening. If you don't  know 
a small scale ecological food growing project in the area close to you - go and find one. Find out their methods of 
growing and how they distribute the produce. Find out what their biggest challenges are, what are their 
motivat ion in farming, how can you support them. Communicate this learning within your groups and friends.  
We need to move away from consumer and supermarket culture and find the small local projects.
Globalisat ion and fast food have created a society where many children and young people believe that food is 
'made' rather than grown and 'just arrives' in supermarkets. The diversity in rural areas is important to be 
preserved -  if as cit izens we don't  maintain and strengthen our local food systems and the knowledge of how to 
grow, so much of what it  is to be human will be lost to mass mono-culture and big machinery,  a profit  hungry 
system, making very few rich and millions in food poverty. 
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How has food come to be t reated as such a commodity?

Conventional economics talks about capital and how to maximize financial gain from everything possible, no 
matter the consequences. Human capital, natural capital (the sun, land, water, wind, trees, food, including 
seeds) and animal capital; these are all seen commodit ies to be used. In La Bolina we don't  conciser these 
vital living systems as capital. What we are doing is regenerat ive, our seeds are the most precious things - 
they give life, we cannot let  seeds cont inue to be commodit ised. We respect the rights and welfare of all 
people working with us. There are many projects across the world working in this way - but its hard to go 
against the grain of mainstream thinking. 

A huge factor that is often over looked in peoples understanding and considerat ions of food systems, is the 
human aspect. Close to where La Bolina is based, migrants work in "the plast ic sea" (Almería, Andalucía) a 
mass of greenhouses that stretch so far they can be seen from space. Many work in modern slavery 
condit ions, with no workers rights, unjust pay and undignified living situat ions. The global consumer demand 
for cheap prices and tomatoes all year round, unwit t ingly drives this mass inhumane oppression and 
ecological disaster.  La Bolina are offering an example of how growing in Andalucía can be done in a much 
more humane and just way. 

And how about  La Bolina and food?

For La Bolina as a project, we love to eat our own home grown food. It  is the best way to put our values in 
pract ice. There is nothing like taking act ion in regenerat ive, ecological and sustainable ways; building up the  
soil quality, not icing the different each year and slowly learning through experience what grows well in 
different condit ions. Each year it 's like we are understanding our land better.  It  is hard work, but such a joy 
when I'm taken aback by the beauty of growing: seeing the rays of sun dance with the t iny leaves of the 
sprout ing seeds, the smell of orange blossom in early Spring, harvest ing the vibrant colours of deliciously 
healthy rainbow chard. Not to mention watching the biodiversity of the place coming back, the birds, insects 
and bees.

We support local producers through creat ing collaborat ions and selling their produce in our veg boxes. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic is has been very empowering to eat our own food, as it  makes us 
independent from the supermarkets, we have space and t ime to be in nature and we know our food is 
burst ing with nutrients and health. The orders for our veg box t ippled during the COVID -19 lockdown in 
Spring 2020 due to so many people in the city of Granada wanting to find a way to eat fresh food cult ivated 
in the very best regenerat ive agrecological processes.

We are delighted that during the La Bolina Camp every meal was made from La Bolina's fruit  and 
vegetables; grown with love by the land team which includes migrants and refugees and cooked by La Bolina 
chef Desiree. 

A simple way to share in the fruits of our project!

START THE CHANGE  |  LA BOLINA CAMP 2020                                               11         
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Camp part icipant Anna Katharina Gandl from 
Südwind Austria tells us about visit ing the La 
Bolina land and her 0km lunch!

And asks us a burning quest ion after day one 
of La Bolina Camp: how do we make long term 
sustained change?

Camp part icipant Giovanni Bandiera from 
Progetto Mondo Mlal Italy shares his surprise 
to see how an abandoned space can be 
transformed into a beaut iful and product ive 
veg garden.  He tells us about Social 
Permaculture his new word  - and his passion 
for sustainable energy.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsZ8UUD5wBM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHBzbIqlFWQ
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M ORE ABOUT M ETHODOLOGY

 PARTICIPATION AND POWER

We used Part icipatory Act ion Research, Dialogical Pract ice, Social Theatre and The Art of 
Invitat ion to develop capacity in bringing communit ies, groups and partners to the heart of the 
analysis and the development of plans, act ions and projects. Part icipat ion, play and 
conversat ion were at the centre of the explorat ion. We modeled a variety of part icipatory and 
co-created ways (fishbowl, spectrum lines, theatre) to explore quest ions key to this area such as 
?Whose Reality Counts?? We looked at different ways part icipat ion takes place and learned and 
pract iced skills to facilitate socially diverse part icipatory spaces. 

COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP AND PERSONAL AGENCY

We used Theory U,  purpose work,  improvisat ion, performance and awareness pract ice and 
observat ion, along with Social Presencing Theatre exercises that support collaborat ive 
leadership. We also cult ivated a meditat ion pract ice to connect deeper with ourselves, come to 
a place of inner presences and creat ivity, and to become more aware of the impact of our 
act ions, words and deeds.  If we are not aware of moment to moment change within our 
projects and act ions and what impact these have on the world around us - how can we expect to 
create the change we want to see?

COLLABORATION, EMERGENT  STRATEGY AND NETWORK THEORY

We played games to understand complex living systems to incorporate a systemic view of the 
realit ies and problems in which we intervene. We worked on conscious communicat ion and 
generat ive dialogue and brought  creat ive emergent strategy for expansive thinking about EU 
wide social change.

START THE CHANGE  |  LA BOLINA CAMP 2020          13
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A LEARNING CULTURE

START THE CHANGE  |  LA BOLINA CAMP 2020          14

We always begin our workshops, projects and training programmes with a focus on 
Group Agreements  & Learning Culture. 

ACTIVITY:
On the first  day of the camp we explored the following quest ions in pairs to find out 
more about the learning experiences of others in the camp:

A. Search for someone with the same type of haircut. 
Tell the story of a t ime you felt  most alive  
Share with your partner. (3 min each)

B. Find someone that has similar ears to yours. 
Think about the best learning experience you have ever had. Share 
with your partner. (3 min each)

C. Find the person that is nearly exact ly the same size as you. 
How do you learn best?  
Share with your partner. (3 min each)

D. What has called your attent ion the most of what you just heard? 
Share with your partner. (3 min each)
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THE LEARNING ZONE

The  Learning Zone is a space where we feel relaxed, engaged and enlivened by what is 
happening around us - we feel act ively drawn to part icipate. Moving out of our comfort  zone 
(where we can sometimes get  stuck due to fear of the unknown) but not entering into the 
panic zone (where we feel out of control, overwhelmed and shut down to new experiences) - 
requires a space that is safe to take risks, to not know the answers, to be  open to challenges.  

How can we create these learning spaces? 
This will look different for each person. That is why it  is so important to work on Group 
Agreements and Learning Cultures before beginning any sort  of group engagement or 
workshop and definitely before  long term collaborat ive processes such as start ing a new 
associat ion.  By sharing  learning experiences and needs we build a collect ive picture of how 
each specific group of diverse people learn best.

? Innovation is taking risks together, effectively. To sustain high levels of  innovation 
and performance ,we need to sustain high levels of social well being. 

People have to feel safe to take risks?.  
Peter Senge (Theory U)
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 CODES OF CONDUCTS SHARED AGREEM ENTS

 M EASURES TO CREATE A ENGAGING AND 

PARTICIPATORY SPACE FOR LEARNING 

ACTIVITY:
Take a look at the following 4 photos of flip chats: 
1. Codes of Conducts, 2. Shared agreements, 3. Pract ices for Effect ive Collaborat ion and 4. 
Principles for an Evolut ionary Culture. They become increasingly co-created and progressive. 

- Which form of group agreement is most familiar to you?  
In pairs share how you use it  and where. 10 min

For the La Bolina camp we made Self-made Shared Agreements (level 2). 
As facilitators, we chose this form of group agreement as it  is most appropriate to the purpose 
and length of t ime spent together.  If it  had been a one day learning event we would have stated a 
pre-exist ing Code of Conduct  at  the beginning of the event.  If we were together as a group for 
several months, working as a collect ive, then we might chosen Pract ices for Effect ive 
Collaborat ion.  La Bolina - a project working and living together for more than 4 years have 
Principles for an Evolut ionary Culture, which adapt and evolve as the project grows.  

Self-made Shared Agreements:

- What does the La Bolina camp need to have for me to be best able to part icipate and learn? 

In small groups take a flipchart  and write down your responses.  10 mins.
Back in the whole group each group reads their collect ion. Don't  read those already said. 
We will harvest the needs of each individual /  small group which will create the Shared 
Agreements for the camp, this will be on the wall to refer to.
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PRINCIPLES FOR  
AN EVOLUTIONARY 
CULTURE

PRACTICES 
FOR 
EFFECTIVE 
COLLABORATION
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M EDITATION

Each morning  of the camp we cult ivated 'awareness pract ice' by learning how to meditate. The 
pract ice of meditat ion can be found in many faith tradit ions across the world. Hundreds of 
millions of people each day use a form of meditat ion as a way to connect with the present 
moment  - to live in the here and now. What we pract iced during the camp is secular - open to 
anyone regardless of their faith, religion, atheism or exist ing meditat ion pract ice. The sessions 
shared by facilitator and La Bolina co-founder Ruth Cross are drawn from her pract ice in nature 
connect ion, Insite Meditat ion, Engaged Buddhism and Social Presencing Theatre; the teachings 
of Kate Johnson, Sat ish Kumar, Thích Nh?t H?nh and the writ ing of Rumi,  Hafez and Tagore.   

Ruth uses her experience in cult ivat ing presence and awareness to create very simple guidance 
for beginners and experienced mediators.  Focusing on breath to anchor us to the reality of the 
present moment. 

START THE CHANGE  |  LA BOLINA CAMP 2020        18

- Awareness and presence

- To change the current paradigm we need to also focus on our own inner transformation
- Tapping into our innate creat ivity

- To resources ourselves with inner stability
- To move closer to our inner calling /  deep purpose
- To increase our body/mind intelligence

- To slow down and train our ability to become more aware of how change happens:  
moment by moment

WHY WE NEED TO CULTIVATE AWARENESS?
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ACTIVITY: Gett ing set up the sit t ing posit ion 

First ly before sit t ing down it  is good to begin with a stretch and shake to wake up and energise the 
body. A simple way to warm up is to start  with the top of your head and work your way down your 
body to your feet, ankles and toes. 

Rotat ing, stretching, t ilt ing, bending... follow exact ly  what feels good for you in that moment - its 
another way of becoming present. If you are leading a group - then you can demonstrate 
movements for them to follow - or give them 5 minutes to do their own stretching.  

If you are sit t ing on a cushion your knees should be comfortably on the ground making a triangle 
between your sits bones and each knee - place cushions under the knees if they are not in contact 
with the ground. This will support the body to have a stable base. Sit t ing on a chair is a brilliant way 
to meditate if you are not comfortable on the floor. Lying down is also a very relaxing posit ion 
part icularly for body scans - however for people new to meditat ion - it  can be easy to fall asleep!

Readjust your posit ion if you feel pain, it  is not an exercise in endurance.  You are really encouraged 
to find the right posit ion.  

Not only is the posture important but also the place where we sit  to meditate. If we have lots of 
distract ions around us, background noise or our mobile on loud, then it  is easy to loose focus. Many 
people find it  helpful to create a regular space designated for meditat ion so that they cult ivate a 
connect ion between the place and pract icing awareness.  

ACTIVITY: In a sit t ing posit ion on a cushion or chair imagine your pelvis is a bowl of soup - try to 
exaggerate t ipping the bowl forwards. Not ice how this feels. Now try the other way, t ipping the 
bowl backwards. What happens to your spine and legs as a result  of these movements? The ideal 
posit ion is for the bowl (your pelvis) is to be  in the centre - parallel to the floor.  Many of us have a 
tendency to lean forward into life, or, backwards away from life, which can be mirrored in our body 
posture -  sit t ing in a centred posit ion can help us on a physiological level to observe and overcome 
our personal tendencies and  to pract ice balance and equanimity in whichever situat ions we find 
ourselves in. 

If you are feeling t ingling or aching in the body, breathe into the areas of discomfort  without 
focusing all your attent ion there. Where our attention goes - grows. Meaning that if we fill our 
awareness with a physical sensat ion we will become increasingly aware of it . If we focus our 
awareness on our breath then we can sometime alleviate the discomfort . 
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ACTIVITY: Beginning  with the breath - a simple guided meditat ion

This can be pract iced individually at home, in small pract ice groups or used as a basic group guidance as 
a grounding at the beginning of meetings or group workshop days with your group or organisat ion. 

If your are reading - go very slowly and leave space between the instruct ions for people to connect with 
their breath.   Refer to the page before for sit t ing posture guidance. 

Come to a comfortable sit t ing posit ion and allow the eyes to close or look towards the floor. 

Take some deep breaths to gather yourself into alignment  ? invit ing your mind - body - heart  - soul to 
come to rest in one place on the earth in the here and now.

Bring a sense of loving kindness and acceptance to yourself as you arrive in your pract ice today.  Allow 
this loving kindness to expand out of you with  each breath. 

Now bring your awareness to the fullness of your breath.  And focus your attent ion to the sensat ion of 
the air entering and leaving your body and the space in between the breath.  The sensat ion of the cool 
air entering your nostrils and the warmth of the breath leaving  your nostrils. 

Every t ime you not ice the mind/body not rest ing here in the present moment  return to the breath as an 
anchor. When thoughts come ? thank them, and let them go. Like cutt ing the string of a balloon and 
allowing it  to fly away.
  

Allow the in breath to be expansive and the out breath to be grounding.  
Take 5 more minutes in silence with this expansion and grounding.

When you are ready to end, begin to make small movements in the body, rocking or stretching to bring 
yourself back to the room.  Gently open your eyes.

After you have finished the meditat ion you can take a note book and 'free' journal cont inual writ ing 
without stopping for 5 minutes. Write your experience, sensat ions, what surprised you, patterns or 
feels you not iced... 

This helps to create a reflect ive pract ice and to track your journey. 
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Poetry, imagery and visualizat ion can help us to connect with something more than our pract ical 
day-to-day lives. They can open us up to make sense of our world with new eyes or make meaning 
from a new perspect ive.

Another connect ing way into meditat ion pract ice is to be in nature.  For example walking meditat ion 
or finding a 'sit  spot ' somewhere in nature to return to regularly; in a park, by a tree or river where 
you can be supported by the expansive ancient landscape and the non-human world.

RESOURCES:  

A data base of guided meditat ions and Dharma talks: https://dharmaseed.org/talks/
Inspirat ional teachers: Pema Chodron, Deepak Chopra, Jack Kornfield, Thich Nhat Hanh, Kate 
Johnson, Arawana Hayashi, Tara Brach, Sat ish Kumar, Dr. Kumar. 

  

The Guest  House

This being human is a guest house.

Every morning a new arrival.

A joy, a depression, a meanness,

some momentary awareness comes

as an unexpected visitor.

Welcome and entertain them all!

Even if they are a crowd of sorrows,

who violently sweep your house

empty of its furniture,

still, treat each guest honorably.

He may be clearing you out

for some new delight.

The dark thought, the shame, the malice.

meet them at the door laughing and invite them in.

Be grateful for whatever comes.

because each has been sent

as a guide from beyond.

- Rumi
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DIVERSITY

Importance of differences in diversity:

Diversity is about empowering people by respect ing and appreciat ing what makes them different in 
terms of age, gender, ethnicity, religion, disability, sexual orientat ion, educat ion and origins. This 
allows for the explorat ion of differences in a safe, posit ive and nurturing environment. It  means 
understanding one another by surpassing simple tolerance to truly value each others differences.

This allows us to embrace and also to celebrate the rich dimensions of diversity contained within 
each individual and place posit ive value on diversity in the community and work force.

Difference, however we might define it , is good. It  makes us who we are and makes the world 
wonderful, we must open ourselves to understanding the perspect ives of others and strive for a 
more inclusive world that values difference, pract ices empathy and ext inguishes oppression like 
discriminat ion due to race, gender, sexual orientat ion, physical or mental ability and social class.

ACTIVITY:  Key Game

Each part icipant is asked to get their keys.  Walking round the room swap keys several t imes with 
other people unt il everyone has another persons keys. Come to stand in a circle. One by one each 
person invents a short  story describing the owner of the keys, based on they style of the keys they 
have in their hand.  

- What kind of person are they? -  What do they do? -  Where do they live?  

Discussion: 

- What did it  feel like when someone was speaking about you, based on your keys? 

- What did it  feel like if they misrepresented you?  -  What was it  like for someone to speak about 
you on your behalf while you were present?  - How did it  feel to make up a story about someone 
else?  

- Does this happen in real life? - Where?  - What are the dangers of this? 

RESOURCES:

https://extension.psu.edu/more-diversity-act ivit ies-for-youth-and-adults 

https://browbooks.com/shop/the-relat ionship-is-the-project-working-with-communit ies-jade-lillie

https://www.trainingforchange.org/tools/?topic%5B19%5D=19&searchbox=  

https://extension.psu.edu/more-diversity-activities-for-youth-and-adults
https://browbooks.com/shop/the-relationship-is-the-project-working-with-communities-jade-lillie
https://extension.psu.edu/more-diversity-activities-for-youth-and-adults
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SOCIAL PERM ACULTURE
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What is social permaculture?

Social permaculture is a term that has 
become more prevalent in the permaculture 
world to describe all the aspects of people 
care and groups dynamics that go beyond 
the garden and food forest.

Culture:

Since culture is a social living model it  looks 
at all the way we connect, communicate, 
co-create, class, etc...

Dominant  Culture:

Is toxic in so many ways from underlying g 
structures of oppression, sexism, male 
power, white supremacy, racism, 
individualism over community, conflict , deep 
division, and power struggles.

Permaculture

Is a global movement based on an approach to 
ecological design that takes nature as a model. 
Whether for: 

 - Food growing

- Shelter

- Social projects that met our human needs 
while regenerat ing the environment around us.

Permaculture draws its inspirat ions from 
agriculture with much regard for indigenous 
wisdom and tradit ional pract ices, bringing 
together system theory and agroecology.

However, permaculture has grown beyond 
permanent agriculture, looking also at 
different social systems.

?Small groups can indeed change the world but to do so they must work together.?
GIlbert  Jassey 
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Social Permaculture as a Solut ion

ACTIVITY:  In pairs or small groups look at the Permaculture Ethics and apply them to local, regional and 
global contexts. 
- What would need to change about the way that we current ly organise  our systems (locally, regionally and 
globally) to align to the permaculture ethics?  

- How do the ethics apply to our own group/project/associat ion?  

- How do we live and experience these ethics in our own lives? 

Share your conversat ions back with the whole group.  

People care:  in work, projects, group dynamics, conflict  resolut ions, community living, act ivism and social 
movements.

Earth Care: in nature and all living and non-living organisms, earth rights, seeing nature as ourselves, abundance.

Fair share: in surplus, money, relat ionships, and work.
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RESOURCES: 

 https://starhawk.org/writ ing/books/the-empowerment-manual/

https://www.permaculture.org.uk

https://www.permacultureforrefugees.org 

https://www.re-alliance.org

The 12 Permaculture Principles 

https://starhawk.org/writing/books/the-empowerment-manual/
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VIDEO DIARY FROM LA BOLINA CAMP EXPERIENCE. DAY 1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Jtd6QXUrxk
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POW ER &  PARTICIPATION 
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Words that came
 up during the reflect ion 

on power and part icipat ion
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ACTIV ITY: THE WAREHOUSE
>>EXPLORING POW ER &  

PARTICIPATION ' LIVE'
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1. Object ives: During this session we explored power and part icipat ion. 
We played a 'game' together called  The Warehouse which turned into 
an exercise to reflect on a recent and real life shared experiences of 
part icipat ion and power. 

The Warehouse helps us to reflect on: 
A. The key elements (Aims, process and relat ionships) we need to 

care for during part icipatory process. 
B. Decision making methods and how they did or not manifest 

during the game. 
C. Explore the concept of power, types of power and how it  is 

distributed and assigned through different types of rank we get 
given or possess. 
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The exercise is presented as an individual act ivity. The facilitator presents the challenge. Here is a 'script ' 
to use if you wanted to facilitate this with your group/collect ive/project.

Josep has been given use of a warehouse space in Barcelona, rent free for six months  (October - April  2020). The 
owners live in Costa Rica and the building will be demolished for re-development in the autumn. The owners are 
happy for Josep to do what he wants with the space during that time. But he needs to tell them what the plan is 
and three reasons why it is a good plan. 

However, Josep has realised he is exhausted. He has been offered the chance to go to Murcia to work on a 
Community Supported Agriculture project working with horses. He thinks it will be just the change he needs from 
city life for a year. So, when he met you at the party last week he was so inspired by you he decided he would give 
the space to you. He is confident that whatever you do will be great, but he still needs to tell the owner what the 
plan is and three reasons why it is a good plan. 

The building has a mains electricity connection and running water. The roof does not leak. The area has a good 
transport connection ? metro, bus routes, and lots of parking in a light industrial, non-residential area. There is 
also an initial budget of ?5000 to get the project going! 

He should have told you sooner, but he needs to let the owners know the plan before he leaves for Murcia! So, you 
have 15 mins. 

Individuals are left  for 5 mins to begin a thinking process (being told that they have 15 mins).   

 Here is the building plan to print  or draw for the part icipants to see and use - it  makes the act ivity more 
fun and engaging for them to really get into the process.

THE WAREHOUSE EXERCISE -  SET UP AND INSTRUCTIONS
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REFLECTION/DEBRIEF: 

Ask the ent ire group to make a t imeline of the act ivity, from start  to finish. Lay out a long roll of paper (approx.3 
meters of A1) with a line drawn down the centre of the paper. 

Part icipants name and write in all things that happened that seemed relevant. This t ime line is about what 
happened materially and externally (not inner process of individuals). There may be differences of opinion. 
Different aspects may be more relevant for some than others. But after sometime a t imeline should be produced 
(this can take up to 20 mins). The facilitator should have made a record during the original group act ivity of what 
happened. The facilitator can read out her t imeline and the group can see how this coincides with theirs. They 
might make adjustments if they want.

With the t imeline in place now add a plus sign and a minus sign at the top and bottom of the page above the start  of 
the t imeline. The plus sign represents a sense of increasing involvement, part icipat ion, or engagement. The minus 
sign represents decreasing involvement part icipat ion, or engagement. Using different colours and mini-symbols 
part icipants now mark on the plus-minus scale their level of engagement relat ive to each occurrence on the 
t imeline. They then join the dots to produce a graphic representat ion of their rising and falling engagement. 
Addit ional notes can be writ ten along the line to add internal dialogue or a sense of why or what is going on for 
them at that point. Allow 20 mins or more for this process (can be good to coincide with a tea break as it  is 
impossible for everyone to do this simultaneously). Usually a highly graphic representat ion of the diverse 
responses and personal processes is created.

With the drawing make some quest ions to begin to explore: 

-What was going on here?  - Why do you think this happened?  -What accounts for the differences of experience?  - 
Are there problems with any of this? - Could they be better addressed? - What knowing or previous learning do you 
base your reflect ions on?

Analysis can be guided using the  COLLABORATION TRIANGLE: Task-Process-Relat ionships model on the next 
page.

We can then take this shared experience of 'live' power dynamics, collaborat ion and group decision making as the 
basis for a further stage of analysis in the following topics: Understanding Power, decision making  and 
collaborat ive leadership.

ACTIVITY: Chapati Diagrams

Using paper and scissors to make circles, the group make a diagram of the power relat ionships in specified group. 
Each circle has a name of the person it  represents, and relat ive size represents relat ive power of that person in the 
group. Other addit ional features can be developed by the group. Used after The Warehouse it  can be an excellent 
way to add an analyt ical tool to the process. Groups of four or five each make their own representat ion of the 
power relat ionships during The Warehouse exercise. It  can be especially valuable to share this work with the rest 
of the group. But this is a choice for each sub- group.

Allow 40 mins+ for sub-group work t ime. 20 mins in, present the Understanding Power mind map (on page 35), as a 
frame work which might compliment and support the on-going discussion. Show it  as a flipchart  and offer as a 
handouts. Allow 20 mins more. Then encourage each group to share their diagram with the others (perhaps a 
visit ing gallery approach: One of each group (can rotate) stays with their diagram. Others tour around asking 
quest ions). Full group debrief.

The activit ies from this page were created by Ecodharma and Ulex Project. 

RESOURCES:  www.ulexproject.org 

http://www.ulexproject.org
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TASK -  PROCESS -  RELATIONSHIPS: KEY FACTORS TO COLLABORATION
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DECISION M AKING

                                                                     

Power in groups can be 
concentrated, shared, or 
distributed. In terms of patterns 
these can be described as the 
organisat ional forms of pyramids, 
circles, or networks. 

It  can be useful to explore the 
pattern of power in our groups in 
these terms.  

Distribut ing power in a group is 
closely related to where we place 
authority and how we make 
decisions. 

Distribut ion of authority requires a 
range of different decision making 
procedures. We can call the use of 
this range blended decision making 
.  

To support a culture of distributed 
power and blended decision 
making it  is important to establish 
a shared understanding of 
different ways decisions can be 
made and the advantages and 
disadvantages of different 
methods.

COMPANY PRESENTS  |  HOW TO FIND SUCCESS
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EXPLORING POW ER
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Types of power: 

- ?Power to? is about being able to act. It  can begin with the awareness that it  is possible 
to act, and can grow in the process of taking act ion, developing skills and capacit ies, and 
realising that one can effect change.

- ?Power with? describes collect ive act ion or agency, and includes both the psychological 
and polit ical power that comes from being united. ?Power with? is often used to describe 
how those faced with overt  or covert  dominat ion can act to address their situat ion: 
from joining together with others, through building shared understandings, to planning 
and taking collect ive act ion.

- ?Power within? describes the sense of confidence, dignity and self-esteem that comes 
from gaining awareness of one?s situat ion and realising the possibility of doing 
something about it . ?Power within? is a core idea in gender analysis, popular educat ion, 
psychology and many approaches to empowerment.

- Power to empower: To use our power and privilege to favour processes, spaces and 
t ime for part icipat ion, training, reflect ion and act ion of rights holders.

Types of rank:

Social rank: is the power you have (or lack) because of your race, gender, age, economic status, 
sexual orientat ion, nat ionality, religion, educat ion, health or language. Social rank can be 
global, or it  can depend on context. 

Structural rank: is the power that belongs to your posit ion in an established hierarchy. The 
president of a corporat ion has a higher rank than her secretary, who has a higher rank than the 
cleaning staff, etc.  

Psychological rank: is the personal power you acquire through your life experience. It  includes 
how we cope with and overcome our childhood traumas and our families. A person who feels 
good about herself has a higher psychological range than someone who feels depressed, lonely, 
or in pain. 
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RESOURCES:

Part icipatory Methods on Power
http://www.part icipatorymethods.org/method/power

Advocacy and Cit izen Part icipat ion
https:// justassociates.org/en/resources/new-weave-power-people-polit ics-act ion-guide-advocacy-and-cit izen-part icipat ion

Systems mapping
https://www.fsg.org/blog/ introduct ion-system-mapping

Anti-Oppression Tool Kit :  A Facilitators  Guide by Ulex 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g9S66mlUIfVypwf4GWA55O4dA1z7NuOt/view?usp=sharing 

Art icles/books:

R. Chambers (2002). Part icipatory Workshops, EarthScan, London. 

World Food Program (2001). ?Part icipatory Techniques and tools ? . A WFP Guide

Power and Love: A Theory and Pract ice of Social Change. Book by Adam Kahane

Power and Privilege: Handbook for polit ical organizers

Elena At ienza from Unión de Colores-PIDES Spain talks about 
the 'power to empower' and her reflect ions on how important it  
is to recognise when to step in and out of leadership roles to 
ensure that everyone's voice gets heard. A learning that she's 
going to take back into her groups.

http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power
http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power
http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power
http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power
http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power
http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
https://www.fsg.org/blog/introduction-system-mapping 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWXuCjwBWLM
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COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP

"Collaborative leadership invites us to see leadership not a quality to develop within one person - but a 
quality and skill to develop as a movement".

Maria Llanos del Corral

ACTIVITY: The pencil exercise
Sensing exercise - moving intuit ively with a partner

Two people place a pencil between their index fingers (point ing finger). This is fairly easy if they are 
standing st ill equidistant apart .  The challenge is, without either person leading, for the pair to 
maintain a pencil between them, without let t ing it  fall, as they move together around the space, 
varying levels, speeds, orientat ion. 

Reflect ion: 

- How did you sense your partner's movements?
- What did you not ice about how you worked together?
- What does this have to do with leadership?

ACTIVITY: The flock exercise
A physical ensemble warm-up that also offers an experience of the group mind

Part icipants arrange themselves in a cluster with one person at the front of the group and the others 
staggered behind them, like a flock of birds.

The player at the front begins leading a dance - or any type of movement. The other players follow the 
leader, replicat ing their movements as closely as possible. When the mover changes direct ion 
meaning that another person is at the front of the group that person becomes the new leader. The 
object ive is to sense into the moment, to be aware of shared leadership and to take init iat ive; to let  go 
of habitual physicality and be aware of physical offers.

Reflect ion:

Followers develop capacity to be increasingly aware of each other and the leader through a visual, 
spat ial and energet ic awareness. In Theory U and Social Presencing Theatre this is called the ability to 
'sense the social field'.  

- How did the clarity of the leaders movements affect the whole?
- What did it  feel like to be moving as one group? - Where was your attent ion?
- Where do you see this type of ensemble sensing in the natural world?
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COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP
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ACTIVITY: Music Jam. 

In a circle we are going to make a music jam with repet it ive vocal sounds and body  percussion. To 
join the jam take one step into the middle of the circle. The people creat ing this inner circle are 
making sounds and the people in the original circle are listening. Anyone can step in or out of the 
circle at any t ime.  It  can be helpful to add a repeat ing movement to accompany your sound to  help 
keep the rhythm. When you enter the circle you can either copy someone's sound or rhythm or add a 
new sound to the jam. To change your sound or rhythm first  step out of the jam circle, listen, and 
then step back in. The goal is not to create a perfect and beautiful melody, but to experiment.  Act ive 
listening is crucial throughout this exercise as we are not working as individual sound creators, but 
creat ing a body orchestral collect ively. 

Reflect ion: 
This exercise allows us to train our capacit ies in listening and authent ic part icipat ion. Through 
listening to ourselves we can better understand when we want to part icipate. 

- How does the move to part icipate manifested in your body?

Some people feel: nervousness, the heart accelerat ing, an inclining of the body forwards before 
part icipat ing, a feeling of motivat ion or excitement,  an impulse to part icipate but a fear pulls them 
back at the last second.   

- Reflect on the origins of your part icipat ion -   How does the need to part icipate feel?
- How do we then enter, or not?  - Which were the moments that you felt  more/ less inclined... ?
- How did you decide to step out of the jam?  - What drove that decision? 

 -When did you feel it  was easier to listen to the whole from the outside or inside circle?

In collaborat ive leadership models we appeal to collect ive intelligence to be built  from and with the 
group. It  is important to create agile, fruit ful and efficient processes and to be aware of when we 
take the lead and why.  

Listening to the group: This exercise trains our capacity to be present, to listen to what is really 
happening and to contribute from that reality. The exercise allows us to see how the whole emerges 
from the sound of each of the parts and in the relat ionship between the sounds. It  is dist inct ive to 
the group and yet not part icular to any of the parts. During the exercise we see how each sound is 
built  from another, how in the collect ive intelligence each idea is the inspirat ion for the next, and it  is 
in that spiral of part icipat ion that something is co-created that would not have been possible 
without the part icipat ion of all.  

Collaborat ion is a constant, iterat ive process of exchange and learning. When we part icipate we 
have the possibility to influence the group and when we listen we have the possibility to be 
influenced and transformed.  If we stop listening, we cannot take in each new moment of sound, and 
therefore are not sensing the new information of the current moment. Sometimes in our 
socio/polit ical systems, organisat ions or groups leaders stop listening to what is current ly happening 
but cont inue to lead from an older version of reality. What impact does this have?

- When do you see collaborat ive leadership in your groups or projects?

- When have you stopped listening to what is current ly happening in your context, how did you come 
to not ice?

- What can you take away from this exercise that will be useful in your life and your organisat ion?
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COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP

Working from improvisat ion trains us in this pract ice of listening, accept ing and responding.

We need to listen to what is really happening. Many t imes we are so attached to our 
object ive, agenda, expectat ions of what should happen, that we lose the ability to see what is 
really happening. 

 

To accept  therefore the reality that is presented to us, the proposals of the other people and 
from that ground to be able to propose according to the scene, is the second fundamental 
step. In Improvisat ion games and pract ices, if you respond to a proposal with your own idea 
of how the scene should develop, not listening properly, you end up with a meaningless 
scene. Impro is full of meaning, of order, in spite of its spontaneity and co-creat ion.  

 

To respond, is the last and fundamental step of the impro. Once you hear and accept the 
offer, proposing is the space where you can influence. The proposal can be something very 
obvious but nobody has named it , many t imes small steps and advances are what help us 
most to advance in collaborat ive processes or spaces. 

The proposals contain our vision, interests and motivat ions, and the expression of these, 
start  taking form in the collect ive co-creat ive process, turning into ideas, scenes proposals 
that you individually could have never imagined. Improv is a collect ive creat ion through the 
small act ions and its responses, giving form to a movement that is much more than the sum 
of the act ions that creates it . Many t imes we will be surprised by the materializat ion that the 
collect ive co-creates. Ideas that would not have been possible had it  not been for the 
interact ion between people.

RESOURCES: Rob Poynton | Beyond Control. A Complex World Demands The Ability To 
Improvise   ht tps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua0biwP1mcA&ab_channel=DOLectures

http://Rob Poynton | Beyond Control. A Complex World Demands The Ability To Improvise
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Drawing references from  the work of leading orgaisat ional change consultants who focus on 
leadership as a collect ive movement, such as Patricia Shaw,  Otto Scharmer (Theory U) and Margaret 
Wheatley, and from her own experience in collaborat ive leadership, facilitator and La Bolina 
co-founder Maria Llanos del Corral presents her model: 

10 Characterist ics of Collaborat ive Leadership

1) Being responsive: To have flexibility and react ivity. 

2) Ability to be present:  If we are constant ly faced with changing situat ions, meetings, projects then 
we need to develop our capacity to be present. When we are present and living in the moment, we 
can observe, react and influence to what is happening, as it  is happens. To be present we need to 
maintain an emotional balance and a state of commitment, motivat ion and detachment at the same 
t ime. 

3) Process Work: Our culture is defined by the supremacy of fast results at the expense of process. 
An example is be how we approach educat ion. Educat ion is often oriented on the skills needed to 
enter the workforce and contribute economically to society rather than a learning process for self 
discovery and learning how to learn. The process of how we do things is as relevant as what we end 
up doing.

4) From hero to host:  Margaret Wheatley (leadership and organisat ional consultant) says 

"The leader is that person who is able to interpret what the situat ion demands, which includes what 
needs to happen, and facilitates the process to make it  happen. They create processes of effect ive 
and honest part icipat ion. The spaces for collect ive intelligence."

5) Embracing uncertainty: When our vision is broad and inclusive part icipatory processes mean that 
many people can collect ively walk towards that vision and that the vision can be co-created by all 
not by one or two. This requires us to let  go of the certainty of reaching a part icular outcome. 
Moreover if we understand that creat ing the new is about act ing and not knowing exact ly what is 
going to happen, we must be ready to work with uncertainty. 

10  CHARACTERISTICS OF A 

COLLABORATIVE LEADER
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 6) Working consciously with our ego:  Today's reality is more complex, interconnected and 
uncertain than ever before, especially within the impacts of the Covid-19 epidemic that spans 
our global health, economic, social and polit ical systems. In the nature of this reality we cannot 
lead using the ego in a command and control approach. The tendency to get back 'power and 
control' in t imes of chaos is for many a default  react ion, but, it  will not take us through these 
t imes. Leading in t imes of uncertainty and complexity requires being conscious of our own 
impact in the leadership process and stepping out of the centre to create space for the collect ive 
to deal with the nature of the system, and the condit ions for many more people to contribute 
and part icipate. 

Margaret Wheatley explains,?Trying to control chaos from the top will create more chaos, we 
often choose power over product ivity, in this t imes we need to learn how to let  go and lead?. The 
important thing is not my intelligence but to create spaces for collect ive intelligence to emerge. 
To work from facilitat ion, for the sake of group creat ion and the empowerment of the team, we 
must also work our ego".? ?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h523m2B5_1c  

 7) Be a visionary:  Do not be blinded by achieving concrete results. Results are important as 
stepping stones on the path we choose to walk towards our vision, but they are not ends, or 
visions themselves. It  is important to create a strong shared vision, and to be guided by the 
principles and values of conscious organising. The vision, values and principles const itute the 
spirit  and character of your organizat ion. Focusing on results makes us lose the true centre of 
our shared experience and commitment. Organisat ions that are in internal crisis, must work to 
rescue what is that common vision that united and excited them in the first  place.  

 8) Ability to take risks:  We live in a context that is constant ly changing and demands us to 
create new solut ions. Innovat ing involves taking risks. It  also refers to the ability to take 
individual risks. We need leaders who dare to be themselves. To propose to think outside the 
box despite of the social risks that this implies. 

 9) Learning to let  go:  We should not confuse detachment with lack of interest or involvement. 
Detachment is the ability to detach from expectat ions and remain open to the flow of 
information and proposals that are created through the interact ions with other people. This 
opens the door to true part icipat ion, creat ivity and acceptance. It  also allows us not to react 
emotionally when something does not turn out as we expected, but quickly accept the new 
situat ion and re-create a process around what we find. To work on detachment means to 
recognise the ego and when we are act ing in self interest.

10) Balance: To find the balance between detachment and commitment or deep hearted 
involvement. The balance between compassion and courage, and effort  and rest.

RESOURCES:

Let Go & Lead series: Meg Wheatley -
On shift ing from hero to host: ht tps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTgm0yfzz-4   
Lett ing go of ego: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h523m2B5_1c  
On controlling chaos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvrD2Po3uUY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTgm0yfzz-4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h523m2B5_1c   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvrD2Po3uUY
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VIDEO DIARY FROM LA BOLINA CAMP EXPERIENCE. DAY 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngX5BDiDcrE
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THE BAZAAR
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ACTIVITY:

The Bazaar is an invitat ion for part icipants to produce creat ive 
presentat ions of their work using printed materials, drawing, creat ive 
design and text. After an hour of making in project groups or 
individually each poster presentat ion was posit ioned around the room 
like a series of market stalls and market stall holders; creat ing a 
"Bazaar of Projects and init iat ives".

Part icipants were then split  into two groups, the first  group were 
invited to walk around the Bazaar to explore the project and init iat ives 
and were encouraged to ask quest ions and learn as much as possible 
about the different projects. The Bazaar "stall holders" would tell 
stories of their project, describe the aims and vision and answer 
quest ions from the visitors. Then the groups swapped over and the 
other group could become visitors of The Bazaar.

This is a brilliant creat ive act ivity to support any group to deepen their 
knowledge of the projects of others in the room - it  can be used at any 
stage of project development. eg. to showcase new project ideas and 
get feedback or even to share individual dreams.  
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OPEN SPACE TECHNOLOGY
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Open Space Technology has been defined as:

- a simple, powerful way to catalyze effect ive working conversat ions and truly invit ing 
organizat ions -- to thrive in t imes of swirling change.

- a methodological tool that enables self-organizing groups of all sizes to deal with hugely 
complex issues in a very short  period of t ime.

- a powerful group process that supports posit ive transformation in organizat ions, increases 
product ivity, inspires creat ive solut ions, improves communicat ion and enhances collaborat ion.

- the most effect ive process for organizat ions and communit ies to ident ify crit ical issues, voice to 
their passions and concerns, learn from each other, and, when appropriate, take collect ive 
responsibility for finding solut ions.

The goal of an Open Space Technology meeting is to create t ime and space for people to engage deeply 
and creat ively around issues of concern to them. The agenda is set by people with the power and desire 
to see it  through, and typically, Open Space meetings result  in transformative experiences for the 
individuals and groups involved.

What is Open Space Technology best  used for?

Open Space Technology is useful in almost any context including strategic direct ion sett ing, envisioning 
the future, conflict  resolut ion, morale building, consultat ion with stakeholders, community planning, 
collaborat ion and deep learning about issues and perspect ives.

When is Open Space Technology the best  meet ing format  to use?

- Any situat ion in which there is:
- A real issue of concern
- Diversity of players
- Complexity of elements
- Presence of passion (including conflict)
- A need for a quick decision

Open Space will work under all of these circumstances. It  is only inappropriate when the outcome of 
the meeting is predetermined or if sponsors are not prepared to change as a result  of the meeting.

How does an Open Space Technology meet ing work?

Open Space operates under four principles and one law. The four principles are:

- Whoever comes are the right people
- Whatever happens is the only thing that could have happened.
- When it  starts is the right t ime
- When it 's over it 's over

The Law is known as the Law of Two Feet :

"If you find yourself in a situation where you are not contributing or learning, move somewhere where you 
can."

The four principles and the law work to create a powerful event motivated by the passion and bounded 
by the responsibility of the part icipants.
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THEORY U -   LEADING FROM THE FUTURE

 AS IT EMERGES

Theory U is a change management method building upon two decades of act ion research at MIT, the process shows 
how individuals to large systems can build address the root causes of today?s social, environmental, and spiritual 
challenges. In essence, it  shows how to update the operat ing code in our societal systems through a shift  in 
consciousness from ego-system to eco-system awareness. Social Presencing Theatre is one strand of Theory U.

The U: One Process, Five Movements

As the diagram illustrates, we move down one side of the U (connect ing us to the world that is outside of our 
inst itut ional bubble) to the bottom of the U (connect ing us to the world that emerges from within) and up the other 
side of the U (bringing forth the new into the world).

On that journey, at the bottom of the U, lies an inner gate that requires us to drop everything that isn?t essent ial. 
This process of let t ing-go (of our old ego and self) and lett ing-come (our highest future possibility: our Self) 
establishes a subt le connect ion to a deeper source of knowing. The essence of presencing is that these two 
selves? our current self and our best future Self? meet at the bottom of the U and begin to listen and resonate with 
each other.

Once a group crosses this subt le threshold, nothing remains the same. Individual members and the group as a 
whole begin to operate with a heightened level of energy and sense of future possibility. Often they then begin to 
funct ion as an intent ional vehicle for an emerging future.

RESOURCE: Presencing Inst itute https://www.presencing.org

https://www.presencing.org
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SEED OF THE FUTURE -  THEORY U
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Seed of the Future is a journaling exercise from Theory U 

Purpose: 

Guided journaling leads pract it ioners through a process of self-reflect ion that moves through the 
U- process. This process allows part icipants to step into a deeper level of reflect ion than in an 
un-guided journaling process, and ident ify concrete act ion steps. Journaling pract ices can be used 
in all phases of the U-process especially during the sensing and presencing steps.

>> Journaling means that you write to find out what you think, rather than thinking, reflect ing and 
then writ ing. As a facilitator, emphasize that part icipants should just start  writ ing and see what 
emerges.

There are 16 quest ions in total.  Here are a select ion: 

- What did you not ice about what is wanting to be born in your context or community?   
- Frustrat ion: What about your current work and/or personal life frustrates you the most? 
- Happiness: What about your current work and life inspires and energizes you the most?
- Helicopter I: Watch yourself from above (as if in a helicopter). What are you doing? What 

are you trying to do in this stage of your professional and personal journey?
- Your younger self: Look at your current situat ion from the viewpoint of you as a young 

person, at the beginning of your journey: What does that young person have to say to you?
- Footprint: Imagine you could fast-forward to the very last moments of your life, when it  is 

t ime for you to pass on. Now look back on your life?s journey as a whole. What would you 
want to see at that moment? What footprint do you want to leave behind on the planet?

- Lett ing-go: What would you have to let  go of in order to bring your vision into reality? 
What is the old stuff that must die? What is the old skin (behaviors, assumptions, etc.) that 
you need to shed?

- Lett ing-come: Where do you find the seeds of tomorrow in your context and environment 
NOW?

RESOURCE: To read all the quest ions and instruct ions on how to lead this exercise download the 
full resources here:   ht tps://www.presencing.org/files/tools/PI_Tool_UJournaling.pdf

https://www.presencing.org/files/tools/PI_Tool_UJournaling.pdf 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Marta Cheinasso from CISV Italy talks about the power of grounding herself 
in nature, and reflects of a big personal change over these last few days in La 
Bolina: her commitment to let  go of being scared to be herself - and to take 
confidence in her ability to step into leadership roles with passion and grace - 
in service of those around her. 

RESOURCES: 

Discovering Social Presencing by Arawana Hayashi [?Listening to our body-knowing to 
access the wisdom that lives in us?? at the Wisdom Together ?Conscious Leadership?: 
https://stat ic1.squarespace.com/stat ic/5877f778cd0f68f05205cb61/t /5c33e450aa4a996712e857ef/1546904656984/Discovering_SPT.pdf

START THE CHANGE  |  LA BOLINA CAMP 2020

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8STh2CPYv3o
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EM ERGENT STRATEGY
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"Change is constant. The world is in a cont inual state of flux. It  is a stream of ever-mutat ing, 
emergent patterns. Rather than steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy  invites us 
to feel, map, assess, and learn from the swirling patterns around us in order to better understand 
and influence them as they happen".

Adrienne Maree Brown

ACTIVITY:   Dragon Game

A complexity game to st imulate reflect ion around emergent strategy, collaborat ion,  collect ive 
thinking and sensing the social field and to develop skills in pattern awareness.

Randomly arrange chairs in a large room or outdoors - one chair per part icipant. Each part icipant 
sits on a chair, apart  from one person who becomes the dragon. There should be one empty chair 
which is ideally as far away from the dragon as possible. The aim is for the sit ters not to let  the 
dragon sit  on the empty chair. The dragon begins to walk towards the empty chair. The sit ters can 
move themselves to sit  on the empty chair - but this reveals another empty chair which the dragon 
could sit  on, and so more sit ters need to move. The game cont inues unt il the dragon manages to sit  
down on an empty chair. The last person to have left  the chair the dragon manages to sit  down on 
becomes the next dragon.  The game can be played several t imes with various dragons and then its 
good to pause so the group can have some t ime to debrief and reflect on their process so far.  The 
facilitator can guide the reflect ion using some of the models from power and part icipat ion for 
example the Task /  Process /  Relat ionship triangle.  It  is also good to st imulate awareness on the 
patterns emerging in the groups responses.  Do the sit ters start  to move slower and then speed up 
as more people move? Are there certain people that always move and others that never move? Are 
there parallels between the level of talking, or silence, or presence,  and the length of t ime before 
the dragon sits down?  Play the game a few more t imes after this first  round of reflect ive quest ions 
to allow this new information to inform the groups collect ive 'hive mind'.

Rules:

- the chairs cannot ever move
- the dragon has to walk slowly
- the  sit ters cannot sit   back down on their chair -  if they have begun to move they have to go
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Reflect ion:
- What did you not ice happening as the dragon began to move? - What does the dragon represent to 
you and why?

- Did you not ice patterns emerging?

- What changed in the way the group was responding as they gained more experience of the game?

- Do you think there is a solut ion to the game? 

- When was the group working together best? What was happening in these moments? 

- How do you see this game relevant to life? - What systems or situat ions does it  represent? 

How do we become more available to 
observe the pat terns of change happening 
in the world around us? 

- Act ive listening 
- Using our whole body
- Noticing and lett ing go of assumptions and prejudice 
- Stay observing a phenomenon unt il we really get to know it
- Opening our mind /  heart  /  will

START THE CHANGE  |  LA BOLINA CAMP 2020
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ACTIVITY:  

Organise a gathering in your group or associat ion to read through these principles together. Go round in a 
circle and allow 5 minutes for each person talk about  the point(s) that resonate most with them and how 
they understand them in pract ice. Encourage people to use real life examples of where they believe the 
principle has been applied (or not). Once everyone has shared, have 10 minutes solo t ime to write how these 
principles can apply to your group. Come back together for each person to share their ideas. Finally have a 
generat ive dialogue about which of these principles (or adaptat ions of) you would like to include as principles 
for your group or associat ion.  

RESOURCES:
ULEX INTEGRAL ACTIVIST TRAINING:  https://ulexproject.org/ integral-act ivist-training/
Adrienne Maree Brown, blogs, podcasts, writ ing, talks:  ht tp://adriennemareebrown.net 

During the Emergent Strategy session we focused on the work of Adrienne Maree Brown  a young  woman 
writer, act ivist  and public speaker who is re-thinking, re-mapping and empowering social movements to 
awaken to the racial, ecological and social power imbalances within their work and their societ ies.  If you are 
looking for a role model to take your change making to the next level we highly recommend her blogs, books, 
talks and refreshing perspect ives.  She has writ ten Pleasure Act ivism: The Polit ics of Feeling Good,  Emergent 
Strategy: Shaping Change, Changing Worlds and co-edited Octavia?s Brood: Science Fict ion from Social 
Just ice Movements. She also has a podcast series called How to Survive the End of the World.  Her art , 
writ ing, thinking and work is helping social movements to creat ively and dynamically re-think the boundaries 
and confront the status quo.  Her writ ing makes living systems cool and accessible  and shows in such simple 
ways how we can come together to empower each other across difference. 

From her book on Emergent Strategies, here is a list  of 8 principles needed to live your live and organize 
social movements following the natural patters of emergence.

adriennemareebrown.net 

 https://ulexproject.org/integral-activist-training/
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 https://ulexproject.org/integral-activist-training/
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  
Adrienne Maree Brown http://adriennemareebrown.net  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Dancers train in improvisat ion. They listen with their whole body to the st imulus around them and respond 
with movement. When dancers improvise together, they are cont inually adapt ing,  sensing the next step and 
experimenting with  creat ive ways out of challenges or 'stuck' moments in the dance. They change what they 
tried before, repeat, repeat, repeat and not ice what happens, and then try out something else, they re-adapt 
and change again. The brilliant thing about improvising in dance is that there is cont inual experimentat ion. A 
sequence of movements has infinite arrangements and variat ions. It  evolves as the dancer re-adapts to the 
information they are picking up from all around them, their body, their colleagues and the physical space... 
they are in essence modeling the iterative processes in all living systems.  

As change makers, what  can we learn from the way dancers work? 
We can pract ice metaphorically ?dancing? with what we are experiencing around us. When we improve we let 
go of what we think we know and the certainty of how the next move should be and train ourselves to be 
aware of the subt le shifts that are already happening around us. We can take this ability to 'dance' with our 
surrounding into our meetings, conflicts, problem solving, and, into the way we design our organisat ions, 
group, and social movements. When we open ourselves to the day to day transformations that we are living - 
we become more aware of the variety of choices that exist  in each moment. This flexibility creates creat ive 
thinking and can make radical differences to the way we make the 'next move' be that in a dance, or in a 
conversion, or in a change process. This is what is meant by living creat ive change! 

LIV ING CREATIVE CHANGE

Dana Caspersen is a dancer and choreographer whose work has evolved to focus on physical thinking and 
conflict . She works in a variety of conflict  situat ion - between individuals and within complex situat ions of 
systemic racial injust ice. Regardless of the severity of the conflict , she uses the creat ive principles of dance to 
show how everyday people can change and adapt, listen and respond. Her work and extensive research show 
that this helps people to get unstuck from the polarit ies of ?right - wrong??.
In a social context this information enables us to step out of ourselves and into the shoes of the other. Dana's 
philosophy and principles based on dance improvisat ion encourage us to step out of our own reality, to expand 
out beyond our ideas, culture, ident ity and way of understanding to acknowledge that their are a diversity of 
perspect ives in every given topic. This acknowledgment is the first  step to seeing creat ive and otherwise 
impossible solut ions. 

RESOURCES:  For more info on improvisat ion see page 
Dana Caspersen: https://danacaspersen.com 
More about her pract ice, research and principles in these videos:

Conflict  and Physical Thinking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEYQPgLVx0k
What can choreography illuminate about conflict? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BY-8zPp9nh4

https://danacaspersen.com 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEYQPgLVx0k 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BY-8zPp9nh4
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ACTIVITY: Ideas for Changing the Conversat ion in Conflict  
Watch the following  series of 1 minute videos in  groups of 3 or 4.  After each video discuss for 5 minutes the 
key changes you not iced between the Ant i-principle and the Principle.  - What qualit ies did the people have to 
draw upon to make the change?

Principle 1: Don't  Hear Attack- Listen For What 
is Behind the Words

Principle 2: Resist the Urge to Attack. Change 
the Conversat ion from the Inside.

Principle 3: Talk to the Other Person's Best Self.

Principle 5: Acknowledge Emotions, See Them as 
Signals.

Principle 7: When Listening, Avoid Making 
Suggest ions

Principle 8: Different iate between 
Acknowledgment and Agreement

Principle 9: Test Your Assumptions.

Principle 10: Develop Curiosity in Difficult  Situat ions.

RESOURCES : Videos can be found on Dana's YouTube channel - Ideas for Changing the Conversat ion in Conflict  
ht tps://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCISHEKLWZbiPfk9KZ9QnBasOGSLqz6Dw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4NEeAv-MXI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJaNzGkQbdw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2QWM03gFzY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkRogddwpH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEpuu9j-yWY&list=PLCISHEKLWZbiPfk9KZ9QnBasOGSLqz6Dw&index=5
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEpuu9j-yWY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Q6fZp7vu18
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jzvlU1YzQ4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JSxLm9D9a8
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCISHEKLWZbiPfk9KZ9QnBasOGSLqz6Dw
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Theory U and Social Presencing Theatre also emphasis the 
importance of changing the way we have conversat ions. The 
following act ivity from  Social Presencing Theatre enables us to 
put the previous learning about changing the conversat ion 
through improvisat ion into pract ice. It  focuses on empathic or 
generat ive conversat ions based on listening with the whole body 
and awareness of the social field.

Reflect ions: 

-  What did you not ice? 
-  How would you describe the essence or nature of the duet?
-  What patterns were present? 
-  What did you learn about yourself and/or about the other person?
-  What did you not ice about ?ma?? 
-  At the conclusion of the duet, how is your body feeling? Is it  grounded, open or upt ight?
-  Did you not ice when your body became tense and or when it  relaxed during the conversat ion?
-  What is the body sense of the conversat ion?
-  How would you describe the composit ion of the conversat ion, its beginning, middle and end?
-  As the conversat ion unfolded, what was its speed, rhythm? How much silence was in it?
-  Could you trust the space of ?not knowing? and allow movement to arise without planning or controlling?
-  Does the duet movement conversat ion reveal habitual ways of pigeonholing, pretending or controlling?

Everyday conversat ions are ?duets?.  After this exercise you can take the learning with you into your life. Feel how 
your body is in normal conversat ions. As a task try to not ice when you are in your body and when you have lost a 
sense of your body. What happens when you try to cult ivate an experience of ?ma? or not knowing as part  of every 
day conversat ions?

RESOURCE:  Duet Conversat ions STP resource 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZGa_wu5r58egLiRgNHUVze2z7lt5VeZl/view?usp=sharing 

PURPOSE
A shift  in conventional ways of perceiving and responding. With a combinat ion of alternat ing movements and 
st illness, this pract ice emphasizes interact ing with an open heart,  wonder and to feel what the other is offering 
as a gesture in the conversat ion. We can be vulnerable in not knowing what will occur when we let go of 
habitual ways of communicat ing, but, t raining through movement enables us to devlop increased  facult ies for 
our spoken conversat ions.

DUET CONVERSATIONS

ACTIVITY: Duet Conversat ions

In this act ivity we don't  speak instead our conversat ion occurs through embodied movement.  The exercise 
happens in pairs. Each pair finds a space where they have enough space to move about without moving into 
another pairs space.  One person goes first , just like in a dialogue, and the other person watches and then 
responds. The meaning , tone, energy and atmosphere of the conversat ion is shared through the movement.  It  
is important to leave a pause between each persons movement.  Pause or st illness is a key concept in Social 
Presencing Theatre drawn from the Japanese concept of ?ma? ? ?t ime-space? or interval. This "ma"  between 
the gestures emphasizes the shared space, quality of relat ionship, resonance, and connect ivity. It  is not about 
copying or repeat ing, but tuning into each others movement vocabulary and sensing the social field that is 
created around the movement. This is what informs the intuit ive response to emerge. The duet lasts for as long 
as it  feels alive and in flow, but it  is usually between 5  - 8 minutes. The exercise can be repeated with a new 
partner.

Through repet it ive cycles of observing, sensing/ listening and doing without thinking, a unique and dynamic 
dialogue can be created as variat ions of gestures and moments of st illness emerge. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZGa_wu5r58egLiRgNHUVze2z7lt5VeZl/view?usp=sharing
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EM BODIM ENT

"We have a responsibility to  listen to the whole of ourselves, and to include our whole self in 
the way we live our lives. If we are numbing or repressing our emotions, our intuit ion,  our body 
intelligence - then we are only living with a very small amount of our intelligence. Imagine how 
the world would be if instead of reducing our intelligence through "sit t ing st ill and being good" 
we could connect with something larger than ourselves and act from that place. Embodiment, 
for me, means connect ing through our body to something larger than our self. Cult ivat ing our 
ability to use our sense percept ions and taking our experiences seriously." 

Ruth Cross
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A focus on Fascia. 
The Fascia  system is a network of fibrous connect ive t issue inside the body.  It  is the stuff in between 
everything. It  wraps, protects and connects all the the bones, muscles, ligaments, arteries and internal 
organs.  It  is stretchy and flexible.  It  was once through of as simply a space filler - in between all the 
important bits; but now research is focusing on fascia as a system and it 's importance in the body is 
becoming apparent. It  is much more communicat ive and dynamic than was previously thought. And, as with 
any system, it  helps us to understand the interconnected nature of life.  If we consider the body as a bunch 
of separate parts - each with their own funct ion - we are not opening ourselves to the reality of the 
exquisite relat ionship, interchange and evolut ion of the body as a whole system. 

When we have an injury, do intense repeated movements (such as running, or typing for hours on end) or 
stop moving and stretching altogether; our fascia starts to weaken, st iffen and become less spongy. This 
further prevents us from moving and we become increasingly ridged.  When we move our body in a large 
variety of ways we keep the fascia stretchy, spongy and act ively communicat ing between all the other 
systems and areas of the body.

Instead of focusing on the separateness of our ?parts,? fascia gives us the opportunity to appreciate the 
reality of our interconnectedness.

When we look to our fascia, we can see an alive, tangible representat ion of the principle of oneness within 
our very own bodies. Our cont inuous fascial network unites us on the inside and creates an environment 
where what happens in one localised area of the body (a yoga stretch, a massage, an injury) direct ly affects 
the body as a whole.

Fascia is full of innumerable sensory nerve endings that are in constant communicat ion with the brain 
about the body?s posit ion in space. This ability for the body to use ?inner vision? to sense itself is called 
propriocept ion, which is sometimes referred to as our ?true sixth sense.? Our fascia are literally integral to 
our ability to do anything!

ACTIVITY: Fascia and Social Change

Imagine the fascia throughout your body. Close you eyes and imagine them connecting and 
communicating between all the other parts of your body. Now start to slowly move your body, 
stretching your arms, swinging your legs, rolling your back and neck. Can you feel them inside your 
body?  

Now imagine that your fascia is very weak, stiff and ridged. How does this impact your movements? 
How does it impact your sense of 'inner vision' or sense of yourself in space?

What activities can you do to support you to keep variety in your movements? 
- Some suggestions are rock climbing, swimming, climbing trees, non-repetitive dance and yoga or 
bodywork's.

What can we learn from the behaviour and patterns of fascia? What can this networked system of 
highly connected and communicative fasica in our bodies can teach us about our social movements 
- their fluidity, their rigidity, their weakness and about 'inner vision'?

RESOURCES:

https://theyogaspace.co.uk/blog/PostId/136/the-importance-of-fascia 

The body as an exquisite example of a living system

https://theyogaspace.co.uk/blog/PostId/136/the-importance-of-fascia 
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STORYTELLING -  CHANGING THE NARRATIVE

Oral storytelling is an ancient and int imate tradit ion between the storyteller and their audience. The 
storyteller and the listeners are physically close, often seated together in a circular fashion. Through the 
telling of the story people become psychically close, developing a connect ion to one another through the 
communal experience. The storyteller reveals, and thus shares, him/her self through his/her telling and 
the listeners reveal and share themselves through their recept ion of the story. The int imacy and 
connect ion is deepened by the flexibility of oral storytelling which allows the tale to be molded according 
to the needs of the audience and/or the locat ion or environment of the telling. Listeners also experience 
the urgency of a creat ive process taking place in their presence and they experience the empowerment 
of being a part  of that creat ive process. Storytelling creates a personal bond with the teller and the 
audience.

In today's world of social media, digital forms of storytelling let  us amplify our voices, reach more 
people and make human connect ions. This in turn can shape public thought and inform and raise 
awareness to our target audiences. Digital and social media can be used to ident ify, collect and curate 
stories, as well as sharing stories in a variery of forms: writ ten, photographic, animated, micro  
documentaries, test imonials, interviews, live streams and DIY videos.

Stories not only empower the storyteller but can also inspire others to share their story. The cumulat ive 
effect of these stories, from different messengers to different audiences, will help change the narrat ive 
and change hearts and minds. As an alternat ive to tradit ional media, who control whose story gets told 
and how, grassroots communicat ions creates a democrat ic way of accessing information direct ly from 
the people who know the most about it . For example, rather than communit ies  direct ly effected by 
climate migrat ion trying to reach tradit ional media, such as newspapers or TV, they can share their 
stories in a much more democrat ic way unfiltered by polit ical, business or environmental influence or 
interests of powers. Another example is Diaspora in Act ion, a project working to visualizes the often 
invisible lives of migrants in Europe by empowering and teaching skill for them to make DIY videos to be 
in control of their own story. 

As consumers of media, we need to take increasing responsibility to train ourselves and each other to 
be 'media literate' meaning to read the underlying or hidden (polit ical, cultural, economic, racial) 
messages inserted by mainstream media and advert ising conglomerates.  Just like with the origin of 
your food, it  is important to think about where you want to get your news from.

RESOURCES: Story telling and social change https://workingnarrat ives.org/story-guide/  
ht tps://www.newtact ics.org/conversat ion/change-story-harnessing-power-narrat ive-social-change
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RITUAL &  AFRICAN SPIRITUALITY

Rituals are symbolic act ions shared by groups of people, which can include words and/or objects. They 
are used to establish a link between the present moment and original reality.  They are often used to  
mark a transit ion or passing of t ime. 

Commonly repeated act ions such as hand shakes are considered as rituals, as well as celebrat ions such 
as weddings and funerals and in many cultures rites of passage and init iat ions.
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-Rituals are ancient and Universal

- Appeals to the whole person
- Weaving together bodily 

gestures
- Speech, sense, the sight of 

colors and shapes
- The sound of chants and 

mantras
- The smell of incense or the 

aroma of symbolic foods

-Rituals are symbolic, they bring 
together body mind and emotions

- Bind to a community of 
shared values

- Set t imes and spaces with 
places to give us the 
opportunity to ponder their 
meaning and to connect 
emotionally with our 
ancestors through secret 
divine energies.

During the La Bolina Camp we learnt about  ritual from the perspect ive of the Karoninka tribe, West 
Africa - the culture of facilitator and La Bolina co-founder Gilbert  Jassey. 

The Karoninka tribe is mainly situated in the southern region of Cassamance (Senegal). They live in 9 
different  lit t le islands: Kailo, Buene, Ehsalulu, Boko, Bakasuk, Hilol, Kuba, Mantat and Kasel;  living 
mainly in mangroves inhabited areas. The Karoninka tribe, sometimes called Jolas, are said to be the 
earliest inhabitants of West Africa. The Karoninkas are a war like tribe who will normally defend their 
territory from invaders. They have never had kings or queens or slaves. In t imes of conflicts the 
Karoninkas will form an alliance between the islands, and after the conflict  islanders will go back to 
their community. The Karoninkas believe in the spiritual and supernatural powers. They also believe in 
rituals and the ancestors to intercede between the death and the living.

Gilbert  is passionate about sharing his cultural t radit ions and the ancient rituals that are st ill present in 
modern day Gambian culture. He sees it  as a way to empower western people on the significance and 
wisdom of celebrat ing life transformations and metamorphosis. 
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RESOURCES:

https://books.google.es/books/about/Of_Water_and_the_Spirit .html?id=LLUGlxMP-oIC&redir_esc=y
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-Story telling rituals

- Creates a strong family bound 
between parents and children

- Learn about folklore through 
songs and stories.

- Remember the past and 
connect with the present

-Init iat ion Rituals:

- Educat ion of young people
- Learning about your culture
- Medicine, art , showing love and 

respect to the elderly.
- Proverbs, sacred songs, and 

stories.
- Protect ion of the forest

-Rituals of Times and 
Seasons:

- Healing rights
- Rain making rights
- Init iat ion rights

-In ?Karoninka? culture rituals are observed and performed during ones life t ime. The life of an 
individual in a community is a series of passages that mean the human life cycle comes to be made of 
many circles of different stages with similar ends and beginnings.

- Birth
- Init iat ion into Adulthood
- Social act ivit ies and events
- Marriage
- Parenthood
- Old age
- Death

Rituals Connected with the Karoninka Social 
System:

- Village head, the village head is the 
first  sett ler in the village

- Role of the Village head:
- Conflict  resolut ion
- Allocat ion of land
- Sett ing a consul of elders
- Bring other communit ies together in 

t imes of conflict

The Community Structure:

- No Kings or Queens
- No slaves
- Is more of a self organized structure
- Decision making by family heads
- Extended family system
- Polygamous marriage systems

Belief System:

- Sacredness of the art
- Divine energies
- Ancestors
- Healing Powers in the Trees or Rocks.
- Rituals

Economic Act ivit ies:

- Farming
- Animal husbandry
- Palm Oil making
- Craft
- Palm vine tapping
- Fishing

https://books.google.es/books/about/Of_Water_and_the_Spirit.html?id=LLUGlxMP-oIC&redir_esc=y 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SOCIAL THEATRE

"Social Theatre calls on our collect ive imaginat ions, our capacity for serious play and our ability to step into 
the shoes of the other in order to collect ively dream and rehearse alternat ive to the current challenges in 
our societ ies." 

Ruth Cross

Theatre of the Oppressed (TOTO) is a methodology of Social Theatre created  by the Brazilian act ivist  Augusto 
Boal. He was influenced by the Paulo Freire's work around the pedagogy of the oppressed and educat ion as a 
tool for societal t ransformation. Augusto Boal wanted to create a form of theatre where the people becomes 
act ive and they explore, show, analyze and t ransform the reality in which they are living.

"We are all actors: being a cit izen is not living in society, it  is changing it".           Augusto Boal

Augusto Boal represented the cyclic connect ion between the various elements of TOTO in the 
image/metaphor of a tree as you can see on the next page. Here is an extract of Boal's writ ing from Aesthet ics 
of the Oppressed giving an overview of some the different techniques and their relat ionship. 

The fruits which fall to the ground serve to reproduce themselves by Multiplication.
Solidarity with our fellows is an essential part of the Theatre of the Oppressed. Im age, Sound and Words are the 
roots drawing from our life experiences.
On the trunk of the tree grow the Games, because they bring together two essential characteristics of life in society; 
they have rules, as does society, which are necessary in order for the Games to be enacted; but they also require 
creative freedom, so that the Game, or life, is not transformed into servile obedience. Without rules, there is no game, 
without freedom, there is no life. 
Newspaper Theatre? ten techniques involving the transformation of journalistic texts into theatrical scenes ? consists 
of the combination of Images and Words to reveal in the former, meanings which are hidden in the latter.
The analytical process occurs with the Introspective Techniques of the Rainbow of Desires which, using words and, 
especially, images, enables the theatricalisation of introjected oppressions.
Forum Theatre: perhaps the most democratic form of the Theatre of the Oppressed and certainly the best known and 
most practised throughout the world, uses or can use all the resources of all known theatrical forms.
The Invisible show can be presented in any location where its drama could really occur or has already occurred (in the 
street or the square, in the supermarket or the fair, in the queue for the bus or the cinema . . .). Actors and audience 
meet on the same level of dialogue and power. There is no antagonistic relationship between the auditorium and 
stage, rather the two are superposed. This is Invisible Theatre.
Legislative Theatre is a set of processes which mixes Forum Theatre and the conventional rituals of a parliamentary 
chamber or assembly, with the objective of arriving at the formulation of coherent and viable bills of law.
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"The object ive of the whole tree is to bring forth fruits, seeds and flowers: this is our desired goal, in
order that the Theatre of the Oppressed may seek not only to understand reality, but to transform it  to our liking. 
We, the oppressed."

Augusto Boal. 
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When working with social theatre it  is important to warm up the body, imaginat ion , playfulness and spontaneity 
of the part icipants gradually. Begin with moving the body, playing games that are fun and physical. Act ivit ies help 
people to loose up and open up. Within every game and exercise is the seed of the whole. Everything is a 
preparat ion for what is to come next.  Below are two of the games and exercise that we did during the camp.  You 
can find hundreds more games and exercises in the resources  list .

Social Theatre ACTIVITY: Slow motion Race

This exercise is from Augusto Boal in his book Games for actors and non actors.

The winner is the last person home. Once the race has begun, the actors must never stop moving and every 
movement should be executed as slowly as possible. Each ?runner? should take the largest step forward she is 
capable of, on every stride. When one foot is being moved in front of the other, it  must pass above knee-level. In 
the process of moving the foot forwards, the actors must stretch their bodies right out, so that in this movement 
the foot will break the equilibrium, and every cent imetre it  moves, a new muscular structure will appear 
inst inct ively, act ivat ing certain ?dormant? muscles. When the foot falls, the sound should be audible. This 
exercise, which requires considerable equilibrium, st imulates all the muscles of the body. Another rule ? both 
feet must never be on the ground at the same t ime: the moment the right foot lands, the left  must rise and vice 
versa. Always with only one foot on the ground.

ACTIVITY:  Complete the Image

This act ivity aims to provide part icipants a feel of image-theatre so that they can go beyond ?words? as a means 
of expression. A more act ive reflect ion on how small gestures can change interpretat ion. Team building and 
gett ing comfortable with touch.

Everyone sits in a row. Ask for a volunteer to come in the centre and strike any pose. Now ask another volunteer 
to come into the centre and make another pose making a image that creates a relat ionship
between the two. There is no right or wrong way to pose. Go with your gut-feel. The relat ionship is something 
that exists in your mind. Each person will interpret the picture different ly.

Ask the audience what they think is happening in the scene. Normally there are a variety of scenarios that 
people can see, encourage this, it  is good that we are diverse and not fixed in our 'readings' of the image.

Get 3 more pairs to poses into images in the same way.  Each new image can try different things- Touching, 
Varying the distance between them, Lying down, changing facial expressions.  Each t ime asking the audience 
what scenario they see in the image. Now get all of the pairs up onto the stage - and we can place all the scene 
together sequentially, as if the images were taken of different moments in the play. What sense does the 
audience make a reading of all of the scence together? 

Reflect ions - what facult ies were we using to 'read' the scene? How did it  feel when someone said what you 
could see, and how did it  feel when someone said something different from what you saw?

Now cont inuing with Image theatre. The group walk around the space.  Shout out a number and a word. They 
have to get into a group size of the number and let the words influence the images they make together. 

Suggested Words:

Family, Migrat ion, Team, Bully and the student, Forest, Independence....

Reflect ions - How was it  to be creat ing an image with other people  without words? How did you know what to 
do? How did you make decisions together?

After several act ives like this the group are warmed up, feeling more confidence and relaxed and have learnt 
various techniques and act ivit ies that they can adapt into material for performance making.
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ACTIVITY: PERFORMANCE MAKING

In groups of five or six  use the techniques of image theatre,  improvisat ion and draw on any other techniques 
you have learnt to together devise a performance on the theme of youth change making and inclusion. Give 
the groups 30 minutes to really get into the theme.  Show the performances one by one with a short  debreif 
after each one.  - What struck us as audience? - What were we left  with?  - What did we see happening?

Key points for devising: Show, don't  tell. Begin to get up and physical early on in the process, otherwise the well 
structured ideas might not work in pract ice - and - what often happens is that because people have different 
ways of interpret ing the words  they think they are talking about the same thing, but when they come to 
physically do the scene or act ion they do different things. Due to context, histories, personal experiences - the 
word spoken in never the word heard. 
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RESOURCES: This is the essent ial go to book for anyone interested in Social Theatre: 
Games for actors and non actors by Augusto Boal: 
ht tps://www.deepfun.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Games-for-actors-and-non-actors...Augusto-Boal.pdf

Theatre of the Oppressed A Manual for Educators:
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?art icle=1010&context=cie_capstones

Legislat ive_Theatre_By Augusto_Boal:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbKWHjtGlmZIdAR-fOiH2W9UAbm7ktqY/view?usp=sharing

Legislat ive Theatre: Art  for Community Conflict  Resolut ion. From Desires to Laws Eduardo Salvador:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13Oh9iOCc5yOwgbmtolVOkw2sPFqewH6l/view?usp=sharing

Aesthet ics of the Oppressed by Augusto Boal:  
ht tps://drive.google.com/file/d/1-Cijaaolhf59kto4E3rhyw0RrbRTP8eh/view?usp=sharing

https://www.deepfun.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Games-for-actors-and-non-actors...Augusto-Boal.pdf
ttps://scholarworks.umass.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1010&context=cie_capstones
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbKWHjtGlmZIdAR-fOiH2W9UAbm7ktqY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbKWHjtGlmZIdAR-fOiH2W9UAbm7ktqY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbKWHjtGlmZIdAR-fOiH2W9UAbm7ktqY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbKWHjtGlmZIdAR-fOiH2W9UAbm7ktqY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbKWHjtGlmZIdAR-fOiH2W9UAbm7ktqY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13Oh9iOCc5yOwgbmtolVOkw2sPFqewH6l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-Cijaaolhf59kto4E3rhyw0RrbRTP8eh/view?usp=sharing
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- Connect through Networks of Local Change
- Diversity in people, cultures, systems, voices
- Cult ivate Inner Awareness
- What you pay attent ion to grows
- You have the Power to Empower
- Earth Share - Fair Share - People Care

PRINCIPLES FOR STARTING THE CHANGE

This handbook offers a living systems perspect ive on how change happens. The tools, methodologies and 
philosophies shared here are rooted in a vast range of diverse pract ices from across the world.  Each theme and 
act ivity is selected to pose exchange, debate and reflect ion on some of the key intersect ing challenges of our 
t ime:  systemic racism, climate change,  species loss, miss information, rise of fascism, exploitat ive food systems, 
poverty and migrat ion.  

La Bolina's Theory of Change focuses on inner change for outer act ion, empowerment through collaborat ive 
learning, sharing knowledge and living the change we want to see in the world. We believe in local, small-scale, 
human focused change projects that, when part  of a dynamic and thriving network, create a web of the future 
to be.  For this reason this handbook focuses on inner change and awareness as much as skills and theoret ical 
knowledge. Our own inner transformation is as important as the change we are making out in the world.  
Part icularly in the face of so many of us experiencing burnout due to a sense of absolute urgency to change the 
disasters we are witnessing around us. We believe that act ivism can be delicate, resilient and sustained. 

We hope that your group or organisat ion have experienced rich, reflect ive and part icipat ive learning using this 
handbook. We acknowledge that there can be fear and discomfort  when bringing attent ion to the inner 
landscape of your project, yourself and your colleagues.  It 's important to remember that we don't  live or work 
in a vacuum, we are social and contextual being receiving information and social/polit ical view points from the 
societ ies we live within, even if we don't  want to be.  Each project and organisat ion is a microcosm of the macro.  
It  take courage to name the power imbalance and stuck or hidden colonial/sexist /racist  perspect ives that exist  
in our groups and the wider world, but, naming them in yourself is often much more challenging. Finding 
compassion for ourselves and each other as we transit ion together is crucial.   

Through doing this work together of inner change for outer act ion, we are already taking collect ive leadership 
towards creat ing the societ ies we want to live in.  

- Grassroots communicat ion - Change the Narrat ive
- We are iterat ive living systems 
- Genuine connect ions feeds posit ivity and  resilience
- Trust is essent ial to movement building
- Improvise in life, like a dancer
- Everything is an offer! 
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C O M PA N Y  N A M E

www.labol ina.org

ht t ps:// www.st ar t t hechange.eu

LA BOLINA CAMP EXPERIENCE - THE OFFICIAL VIDEO 

by Fabio Butera

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujwi0quaekA
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Thanks to all the Start the Change staff and youth participants 

who attended the La Bolina Camp. With gratitude and 

admiration for your passion and dedication to Start the Change! 

Valeria Melegari

Anna Katharina Gandl

Gianni Cappellotto

Giovanni Bandiera

Carolina Lebesmühlbacher

Mª José Bel Murciano

María Villagrán

David García

Marta Cheinasso

Ilaria Mardocco

Fabio Butera

Mirna ?ostarko

Elena Atienza

María Jiménez

Sa?a Milakovi?

Marion Foissy

Lisa Marie Petit Valette

Lilou Paquelet

Alissone Frandemiche

The Start the Change La Bolina Camp was made possible thanks to the energy, love 
and hard work of the La Bolina land team, house care team, cooking team and 

facilitation team. Thank you for your beautiful collaboration particularly in the face 
of all the extra work required due to the COVID-19 pandemic. With deep gratitude to:

Ernesto, Gilbert, Maria, Desiree, Charaf, Zakarya, Marie, Ana, Habiba, Jenny and Ruth.

This handbook was written in 2020 by Ruth Cross with contribution from Maria Llanos 
del Corral, Ernesto Gibba and Gilbert Jassey 

and the La Bolina team

Photos were taken by Ruth Cross and Fabio Butera. All Start the Change videos were 
made by Fabio Butera

This handbook was commissioned by Madre Coraje for Start the Change.
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A Handbook for Youth Change Makers

Based on act ivit ies at La Bolina Camp 2020 part  of 
the European Commission Project

Start  the Change
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